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Abstract
We report the optimization of a novel redox-sensitive probe with enhanced dynamic range and an exceptionally well-

positioned oxidative midpoint redox potential. The present work characterizes factors that contribute to the improved

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) performance of this green fluorescent protein (GFP)-based redox sensor. The

a-helical linker, which separates the FRET donor and acceptor, has been extended in the new probe and leads to a

decreased FRET efficiency in the linker’s reduced, ‘FRET-off’ state. Unexpectedly, the FRET efficiency is increased in the

new linker’s oxidized, ‘FRET-on’ state compared with the parent probe, in spite of the longer linker sequence. The

combination of a lowered baseline ‘FRET-off’ and an increased ‘FRET-on’ signal significantly improves the dynamic range

of the probe for a more robust discrimination of its reduced and oxidized linker states. Mutagenesis of the cysteine

residues within the a-helix linker reveals the importance of the fourth, C-terminal cysteine and the relative insignificance of

the second cysteine in forming the disulfide bridge to clamp the linker into the high-FRET, oxidized state. To further

optimize the performance of the redox probe, various cyan fluorescent protein (CFP)/yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)

FRET pairs, placed at opposite ends of the improved redox linker (RL7), were quantitatively compared and exchanged. We

found that the CyPet/YPet and ECFP/YPet FRET pairs when attached to RL7 do not function well as sensitive redox

probes due to a strong tendency to form heterodimers, which disrupt the a-helix. However, monomeric versions of CyPet

and YPet (mCyPet and mYPet) eliminate dimerization and restore redox sensitivity of the probe. The best performing

probe, ECFP-RL7-EYFP, exhibits an approximately six-fold increase in FRET efficiency in vitro when passing from the

oxidized to the reduced state. We determined the midpoint redox potential of the probe to be 2143+6 mV, which is ideal

for measuring glutathione (GSH/GSSG) redox potentials in oxidative compartments of mammalian cells (e.g. the

endoplasmic reticulum).
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Introduction

Thiol redox homeostasis is central to the control of cell fate
and is associated with various abnormal biochemical pro-
cesses.1 – 3 Recent evidence indicates that cells harbor
several thiol-disulfide redox couples, which appear to be
kinetically controlled and not in equilibrium with each
other.4 Glutathione in its reduced form (GSH) is a tripep-
tide, enzymatically formed from glycine, cysteine and gluta-
mate and is the most abundant non-protein thiol in
mammalian cells. Because of its abundance, glutathione is

considered to be the major thiol-disulfide redox buffer of
the cell and is often used as a proxy of the intracellular
redox environment (when measuring multiple redox
couples is impractical).4 – 6 Typically, most (.90%) of the
total intracellular glutathione (i.e. GSH þ GSSG) is found
in the form of GSH in the range of 1–11 mmol/L.5 On
average, 85–90% GSH is freely distributed in the cytosol,
but can also be compartmentalized in organelles including
mitochondria, peroxisomes, the nuclear matrix and the
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endoplasmic reticulum (ER) after its cytosolic synthesis.4 – 6

Because of the implications of the thiol redox state, there
is a significant need for research tools that permit obser-
vation and measurement of intracellular and intraorganellar
redox potentials of the GSH/glutathione disulfide couple
(GSH/GSSG) in a natural context of living cells or tissues.

Presently, our capabilities to observe clearly and quantify
defined redox processes in live cells or tissues are extremely
limited. The most advanced and promising tools for non-
invasive, specific, quantitative, dynamic and compartment-
targeted observations are genetically encoded redox probes
that are derived from green fluorescent protein (roGFPs)
and yellow fluorescent protein (rxYFP).7 – 9 Subsequently,
the response rate of these probes has been improved via
the introduction of positively charged amino acids in the
proximity of the two redox-sensitive cysteines.10,11

Recently, the redox-active enzyme glutaredoxin has been
coupled directly to redox-sensitive fluorescent proteins to
further increase specificity and rate response (thiol–disul-
fide exchange efficiency).12,13 However, all of the aforemen-
tioned redox sensors have a low (relatively reduced)
midpoint potential, thereby preventing their use in more
oxidizing environments such as the ER. To overcome this
problem, a new family of GFP-based redox sensors
(roGFP1-iX) with a less negative midpoint potential as low
as 2229 mV has been developed and successfully tested
in the ER of live yeast.14,15 Advances in the development
and application of genetically encoded sensors for intra-
cellular redox conditions and many potential pitfalls that
should be taken into consideration when venturing into
thiol-disulfide redox sensing have been comprehensively
covered in recent reviews.12,16,17

The ability to non-invasively observe redox conditions
with spatio-temporal resolution would help elucidate the
roles of, and the coupling between, the individual com-
ponents that regulate redox reactions and pathways. To
address this need and to complement single protein redox-
sensitive sensors, genetically encoded Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET)-based probes have been developed
for monitoring intracellular and intraorganellar redox con-
ditions over extended observation periods18,19 The biosen-
sors are fusion proteins constructed from a redox-sensitive
peptide – a redox linker (RL) – that is placed between a
FRET pair of fluorescent proteins consisting of the enhanced
cyan (donor) and yellow (acceptor) variants. A redox event
induces a molecular conformational change that alters the
distance between the FRET pair, resulting in a measurable
change in FRET efficiency. The linker sequence in our bio-
sensor is rationally designed to form an a-helix in its
reduced state.18 Thiol groups of cysteine residues are strate-
gically placed within the linker to sense the redox potential
of the environment and form disulfide bonds upon oxi-
dation. The conformational change of the linker upon oxi-
dation/reduction of the thiol groups (Figure 1) is reversible.

A distinct advantage of a FRET-based approach is its
modularity; i.e. the genetically encoded FRET constructs
are cloned, facilitating the rapid inclusion of newly devel-
oped fluorescent proteins by exchanging the redox switches
and the fluorophores.20 – 22 Furthermore, recent advances in
protein folding indicate that the global protein features

contribute little to the formation and prediction of disulfide
bonds, while the local sequential and structural information
play important roles.23 These findings indicate that the RL is
an independent functional polypeptide domain, which pro-
vides a stable foundation for tuning the redox sensitivity of
the construct. A second distinct advantage of FRET-based
approaches is that the FRET measurement is ratiometeric,
such that the FRET signal is concentration independent
and insensitive to microscope instabilities (such as fluctu-
ations in the excitation light source). This circumvents mis-
interpretations of fluctuations in local concentration of the
probe and the need for monitoring instrument fluctuations.

While we have previously reported the design of several
first-generation, FRET-based, redox-sensitive constructs,
the present work improves the dynamic range of the
FRET-based redox sensor and provides insight into the
effectiveness of the imbedded individual cysteine residues
to the thiol–disulfide equilibrium. We have engineered a
novel redox-sensitive probe with an enhanced dynamic
range and an extremely oxidative midpoint redox potential
suitable for probing the ER environment. The efficacy of this
current FRET sensor has also been recently tested in appli-
cation to cytosolic redox perturbations of cancer cells.24

Materials and methods

Materials

Reagents of the highest grade available were purchased
from Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA), unless otherwise speci-
fied. Enzymes for the modification of DNA and pCR2.1
TOPO TA cloning kit were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad,
CA, USA) and EarI from NEB (Ipswich, MA, USA).
Oligonucleotides were obtained from Integrated DNA

Figure 1 Schematic of the redox biosensor. Minimum energy configur-

ations for dispersed cysteine residues are shown on the left – with

(bottom) and without (top) locking the disulfide bonds – and were calcu-

lated in MOE (Molecular Operating Environment; Chemical Computing

Group, Montreal, Canada). On the right, cartoons of the final redox-sensitive

biosensor design (CY-RL7) are shown to illustrate the conformational

change that leads to enhanced Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)

in the oxidized ‘clamped coil’ state compared with the reduced a-helical

low-FRET state
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Technologies (Coralville, IA, USA). Recombinant plasmids
pECFP-C1, pEYFP, pEYFP-N1 were purchased from BD
Biosciences (Palo Alto, CA, USA) and pCEP4CyPet-
MAMM and pCEP4YPet-MAMM were from Addgene
(Cambridge, MA, USA). Ni-NTA agarose, QIAprep spin
miniprep and QIAquick polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
purification kits were from Qiagen (Valencia, CA, USA),
the BSA kit was from Pierce (Rockford, IL, USA) and Taq
polymerase was from Eppendorf (Westbury, NY, USA).

Genetic constructs

Redox-sensitive linkers RL7 and a polyproline linker P14
with minor modification were obtained with primer sets
RL7 50-GAAGATCTCCATGTGAAGCAGCTGCGAAGGA
GGCAGCAGCTAAGGAGGCTGCAGCTAAGTGCGAGGC
AGCTGCAAAATGTGAAGCTG-30 (forward) and 50-GG
AATTCGCACTTTGCTGCTGCTTCCTTTGCGGCTGCCTC
TTTTGCAGCTGCTTCCTTAGCTGCAGCTTCACATTTTG
CAGCTGC-30 (reverse), and P14 50-GAAGATCTCCACC
TCCTCCGCCTCCCCCACCGCCACCA-30 (forward) and
50-GGAATTCTGGCGGAGGGGGTGGTGGCGGTGGGGG
AGG-30 (reverse) as described earlier.18 New constructs
ECFP-RL7-EYFP (CY-RL7) and ECFP-P14-EYFP (CY-P14)
were cloned into a mammalian vector pECFP-CI
(Figure 2a) as previously described.18 To build the EYFP-
RL7-ECFP construct, the original plasmids pECFP-C1 and
pEYFP were used as templates for PCR to obtain EYFP
with primers 50-CCGCTAGCGCTACCGGTCGCCACCA
TG-30 and 50-AAAGATCTCTTGTTACAGCTCGTCCATG
CCGAGA-30 and ECFP with primers 50-GCGAATTCATG
GTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGA-30 and 50-TGGATCCTTAAT
GATGGTGATGGTGGTGCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGGC-
GA-30. EYFP and ECFP PCR products were ligated into
pCR2.1 (TOPO kit, Invitrogen) and confirmed by sequen-
cing. Next, new versions of EYFP and ECFP recovered

from recombinant plasmids by digestion with NheI/BglII
and EcoRI/BamHI, respectively, replaced the old donor
and acceptor in CY-RL7 (Figure 2b). The new FRET pair
CyPet/YPet was obtained by PCR from recombinant plas-
mids pCEP4CyPet-MAMM and pCEP4YPet-MAMM with
a set of primers CyPet-For 50-CCGCTAGCGCTACCGG
TCGCCACCATG-30 with CyPet-Rev 50-GAAGATCTTTTG
TACAGTTCGTCCATGCCGT-30, and YPet-For 50-GCGAA
TTCATGGTGAGCAAAGGCGAAGAG-30 with YPet-Rev
50-TGGATCCGTTGGCCGCTTTAATGATGGTGATGGTGG
TGCTTATAGAGCTC-30 respectively. PCR products were
cloned into pCR2.1 and confirmed by automated sequencing.
FRET constructs CyPet-RL7-YPet, ECFP-RL7-YPet and
CyPet-P14-YPet were obtained by replacement of the ECFP/
EYFP pair as depicted in Figures 2c and d. To generate mono-
meric forms mCyPet/mYPet, alanine 206 was substituted
with lysine in CyPet/YPet, as reported previously.25,26 This
was achieved by PCR-based mutagenesis (see below). Next,
the monomeric forms mCyPet and mYPet were cloned into
pCR2.1, confirmed by sequencing and used to produce new
FRET constructs (Figures 2e and f).

Construction of CY-RL7 mutants

To evaluate the role of cysteine residues on the FRET response,
each cysteine residue in RL7 was sequentially substituted with
an alanine residue and four mutated FRET constructs,
CY-RL7cys1, CY-RL7cys2, CY-RL7cys3 and CY-RL7cys4,
were generated. The numerical order of mutated constructs
corresponds to the location of cysteine residues in the linker
(Figure 6a). Mutagenesis was performed by a PCR-based
method described elsewhere with minor modifications.27

Briefly, a complementary DNA (cDNA) of interest was ampli-
fied into two separate PCR fragments using four designed
primers. The backbone plasmid pECFP-C1 with RL7 cloned
in the downstream of ECFP gene between BglII/EcoRI sites
served as a template. Each fragment was produced by
pairing one anchor primer with one mutagenic primer. As
the anchor forward primer was CyPet-For with restriction
sites NheI, the anchor reverse primer endowed
50-ACGCCTTAAGATACATTGATGAGTTTGGAC-30 and the
two mutagenic primers, Cys1for endowed 50-AACT
CTTCAGCCGAAGCAGCTGCGAAGGAGGCAGCAGCT-30

and Cys1rev endowed 50-AACTCTTCAGGCTGGAGA
TCTGAGTCCGGACTTGT-30, contained a desired mutation
near the recognition site of the type II restriction enzyme
EarI. The resultant mutated cDNA was obtained after diges-
tion of the two PCR fragments with EarI followed by ligation.
The mutated cDNA was cloned into pCR2.1 and confirmed by
sequencing. The TA-plasmid, containing the mutated
ECFP-RL7 construct, was double digested with NheI and
EcoRI followed by agarose gel electrophoresis. The
ECFP-RL7 fragment isolated from the gel was ligated to the
recombinant plasmid pCY-RL7, which had been previously
digested with NheI and EcoRI. The same mutagenic steps
were repeated for the next three individual cysteine residues
presented in RL7 with the use of primer pair
Cys2 50-AACTCTTCAGCCGAGGCAGCTGCAAAATGTGA-
AGCT-30 and 50-AACTCTTCAGGCCTTAGCTGCAGCCT
CCTTAGCTGC-30, Cys3 pair 50-AACTCTTCAGCCGAAG

Figure 2 Diagram of the redox-sensitive linker RL7 flanked by various

GFP-based FRET pairs. Cloning sites are shown on the top and additional

amino acids surrounding the linker are marked on the bottom of each con-

struct. GFP, green fluorescent protein; FRET, Förster resonance energy trans-

fer (A color version of this figure is available in the online journal)
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CTGCAGCTAAGGAAGCAGCT-30 and 50-AACTCTTCAG
GCTTTTGCAGCTGCCTCGCACTTAGC-30, and Cys4 pair
50-AACTCTTCAGCCGAATTCTGCAGTCGACGGTACCG
C-30 and 50-AACTCTTCAGGCCTTTGCTGCTGCTTCC
TTTGCGGC-30. The double mutant CY-RL7cys 1.3, contain-
ing mutations of cysteine residues in positions 1 and 3, was
generated from template CY-RL7cys1 following the steps
described above.

To produce the monomeric form of CyPet, we used the
anchor forward primer CyPet-For with the restriction site
NheI. The anchor reverse primer CyPet-Rev contained
BglII for cloning of a mutated cDNA into a vector, and
the two mutagenic primers 50-AACTCTTCACTTGCTCT
GGGTGCTCAGGTAGTGGTTG-30 and 50-AACTCTTCAA
AGCTGAGCAAGGACCCCAACGAGAAG-30 contained
an EarI site. The mYPet form was generated with the
anchor forward primer YPet-For, containing restriction site
EcoRI. The anchor reverse primer YPet-Rev contained
BamHI, and the two mutagenic primers 50-AACTCTTC
AAAGCTGTTCAAGGACCCCAACGAGAAG-30 and 50-A
ACTCTTCACTTGCTCTGGTAGCTCAGGTAGTGGTTG-30

were with an EarI site.

Expression and purification

All FRET constructs were subcloned from pECFP-C1 recom-
binants into NcoI/BamHI sites of pET19b (Novagen, San
Diego, CA, USA). Single forms of mCyPet and mYPet
with 6xHis tag introduced to the C-terminal end were
amplified by PCR with the following set of primers:
50-GGCGCATATGTCCATGGTGAGCAAGGGAGAGGA-30

with 50-GGATCCTTAATGATGGTGATGGTGGTGTTTGTA
CAGTTCGTCCATG-30, and 50-GCGAATCCATGGTGAGC
AAAGGCGA-30 with YPet-Rev, respectively. PCR products
were TOPO cloned into pCR2.1, confirmed by sequencing
and subsequently cloned into NcoI/BamHI sites of
pET19b. Expression and purification of recombinant pro-
teins was performed as described previously.18 Samples
were desalted by repeated filtration through centrifugal con-
centrators Centricon-30 (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and
diluted with buffer comprised of 50 mmol/L NaH2PO4,
100 mmol/L NaCl, pH 8.0. Protein content was determined
as elsewhere.18

Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy and the
(ratio)A method

All fluorescence and FRET measurements were carried out
on 0.5 mmol/L purified proteins as described earlier.18

Collected emission spectra were used for the determination
of FRET efficiency via the (ratio)A method. For all FRET con-
structs (except when CyPet, YPet, mCyPet or mYPet were
present), the FRET efficiencies, E, were calculated from the
(ratio)A values as described in detail previously:18

E ¼ 1:8[(ratio)A � 0:076)� ð1Þ

The ratio of donor and acceptor extinction coefficients at
the relevant excitation wavelengths (1.8 and 0.076) corrects

for differences in absorption coefficients of the two
molecules.

Measurement of mCyPet and mYPet extinction
coefficients

The extinction coefficients for FRET pairs involving CyPet,
YPet, mCyPet or mYPet are also required for precise deter-
mination of the FRET efficiency. Absorption spectra for
mCyPet and mYPet are not commonly available; thus, we
measured separately absorption spectra for the mCyPet
and mYPet proteins in order to determine the spectral
shapes of each and to obtain the extinction coefficient
ratios needed for conversion of (ratio)A values to FRET effi-
ciencies. Then, the absorption spectrum for the biosensor
with both mCyPet and mYPet was measured. The separate
contributions of mCyPet and mYPet can be linearly
unmixed by fitting to their individual spectral shapes.
This is a convenient method for determining their extinction
coefficient ratios empirically. We assumed that extinction
coefficients determined for the monomeric, mutated
mCyPet and mYPet were the same as for the original
CyPet and YPet forms.

The fitting routine was performed with Mathematica
(Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL, USA). The absorption
spectra of purified mCyPet and mYPet were measured sep-
arately and interpolated using the ‘Interpolation’ function in
Mathematica. Then the mCyPet-RL-mYPet absorption spec-
trum was fit using the interpolated mCyPet and mYPet
spectra. The fitting function had the following form:

Total fitðlÞ ¼ aAmCyPetðlÞ þ bAmYPetðlÞ þ g ð2Þ

where a and b are the amplitudes of the mCyPet
(AmCyPet(l)) and mYPet (AmYPet(l)) absorption spectra,
respectively. g is a constant offset to account for any back-
ground. The fit was implemented in Mathematica using
the ‘FindFit’ function.

In Figure 3, the fit to the absorption spectra of
mCyPet-RL7-mYPet is shown. A large absorbance peak
found in the ultraviolet (UV) was subtracted from the raw
data by fitting the slope of the UV peak and subtracting it
from all of the spectra. This subtraction increased the
reliability of the final fitting routine. The extinction coefficient
ratios were found to be: emYPet(500 )/emCYPet(440 nm) ¼ 1.7
and emYPet(440 nm)/emYPet(500 nm) ¼ 0.058. Thus, the FRET
efficiency is calculated as

EmCyPet=mYPet ¼ 1:7 � ½ðratioÞA� 0:058� ð3Þ

for mCyPet-RL7-mYPet, mCyPet-P14-mYPet, CyPet-RL7-
YPet and CyPet-P14-YPet constructs. FRET efficiencies for
constructs ECFP-RL7-YPet and ECFP-RL7-mYPet were
calculated using Equation (1).

Glutathione measurements and determination
of redox potentials

All measurements were performed on the purified CY-RL7
after buffer exchange with Zeba Desalt Spin Columns

................................................................................................................................................
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following the manufacturer’s protocol (Pierce). For determi-
nation of the CY-RL7 midpoint potential, oxidized CY-RL7
(0.5 mmol/L) was incubated in degassed buffer composed of
100 mmol/L sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, 100 mmol/L NaCl,
1 mmol/L EDTA and containing different concentrations of
GSH (125 mmol/L to 10 mmol/L).28,29 Five millimolar GSSG
was added to the reaction mixtures with two additional
samples of 10 mmol/L GSH mixed with 1 mmol/L and
0.25 mmol/L GSSG. In addition, CY-RL7 was incubated
with 10 mmol/L GSH and 5 mmol/L GSSG only. To reach
equilibrium, the redox mixtures were incubated in the
dark for 16–20 h at 48C or alternatively at room tempera-
ture. However, incubation for 3–4 h at room temperature
was enough to reach equilibrium. Next, fluorometric
measurements were carried out at 258C. The relative
amount of oxidized CY-RL7 at equilibrium (R) was calcu-
lated according to Equation 4:

R ¼ ðE� EredÞ=ðEox � EredÞ ð4Þ

where E is the measured FRET efficiency, and Ered and Eox

are the FRET efficiencies of completely reduced or oxidized
CY-RL7, respectively. Ered was determined by incubating
CY-RL7 with 10 mmol/L dithiothreitol (DTT) (FRET effi-
ciency values were identical in both 10 mmol/L DTT and
10 mmol/L GSH incubations). All titrations were performed
in five experiments on separate preparations of the CY-RL7
probe.

The equilibrium GSH and GSSG concentrations were
determined immediately after fluorescence measurements
according to a previously described method with modifi-
cations.30 Briefly, samples that were derivatized with iodoa-
cetic acid were analyzed with the QTRAP 5500 liquid
chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry system (AB
Sciex, Foster City, CA, USA) with a 1200 series high-

performance liquid chromatography system (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) including a degasser,
an autosampler and a binary pump. The liquid chromato-
graphy separation was performed on a Platinum EPS C18
100A column (4.6 mm � 150 mm, 3m) (Grace, Deerfield,
IL, USA) with mobile phase A (0.1% formic acid in water)
and mobile phase B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile). The
flow rate was 0.4 mL/min. The linear gradient was as
follows: 0–2 min, 95% A; 7–12 min, 5% A; 12.1–20 min,
95% A. The autosampler was set at 58C and its injection
needle was washed with water before each injection to mini-
mize the carryover. The injection volume was 1 mL. Positive
mass spectra were acquired with electrospray ionization.
The ion spray voltage was 5500 V. The source temperature
was 3508C. The curtain gas, ion source gas 1 and ion
source gas 2 were 35, 65 and 55, respectively. Multiple reac-
tion monitoring was used to quantify metabolites: GSSG
(m/z 613.3!m/z 355.2); GSH (m/z 366.2!m/z 237.2);
internal standard N-isobutyryl-D-cysteine (m/z 249.8!m/z
180.0). Reduction potentials in millivolts for varying ratios
of GSSG/2GSH were calculated from the Nernst equation
at 258C and pH 7.0.5

Statistical analysis

Results are expressed as mean+SD. Statistical differences
between the treated and control probes were determined
by pairwise t-test using the R statistic software package.
Differences between means were considered significant if
P , 0.05.

Results

The novel redox sensor undergoes a six-fold
change in FRET efficiency

Previously engineered RLs did not eliminate FRET comple-
tely between the donor and acceptor in the reduced state;
that is, in the absence of disulfide bridge(s).18 To achieve a
greater separation between the FRET donor/acceptor pair,
we introduced three additional a-helical sequences –
EAAAK – into the structure of the previously reported
RL5 linker (–RSPCAAKEAAAKECAAAKECAAKEAAA
KCEF–). Indeed, the RL7 provides a greater separation in
the fully reduced state (10 mmol/L DTT) as evidenced by
a FRET efficiency decrease from 0.131 (RL5) to 0.048
(RL7). This led to a large change in the sensitized FRET
signal, which is apparent from the fluorescence emission
spectra of the CY-RL7 acquired from the fully oxidized
and reduced states (Figure 4a). FRET efficiency values are
shown in Figure 4b. Surprisingly, in addition to the
expected decrease in FRET in the reduced state, the
CY-RL7 sensor also outperformed CY-RL5 in the oxidized
state despite its longer linker (Figure 4b). Furthermore, the
CY-RL7 sensor is more sensitive to low concentrations of
DTT, with a prominent six-fold change in the FRET signal
observed in 1 mmol/L DTT (Figure 4b). Exchanging the
positions of ECFP and EYFP at the opposing ends of the
linker resulted in almost an eight-fold change in FRET effi-
ciency of the purified sensor between the two redox states

Figure 3 Absorption spectrum of the biosensor with mCyPet and mYPet.

The individual spectra of mCyPet and mYPet were measured separately and

used to fit the total absorption spectrum of the biosensor. The fit parameters

are used to determine the extinction coefficient ratios for mCyPet and mYPet.

Since every biosensor is expressed with mCyPet and mYPet, we have

assumed that their concentrations are equal and therefore cancel from the

calculations of the extinction coefficient ratios
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(Figure 4b, Table 1). That is, the ECFP/EYFP pair was fused
to RL7 by placing the acceptor at the N-terminal side of the
sensor (Figure 2b), producing a new variant of the FRET
construct EYFP-RL7-ECFP (YC-RL7). Thus, apparently the
position of the fluorophores relative to the linker affects
the FRET efficiency. In both the fully reduced and oxidized
states, the FRET efficiency of YC-RL7 is significantly
decreased relative to the CY-RL7 construct (Figure 4b).
However, the change in FRET efficiency is slightly improved
compared with CY-RL7 (Table 1). Independent of the place-
ment of the fluorophore pair, both sensors are sensitive to
low concentrations of DTT (Figure 4b).

To demonstrate that changes in the FRET signal during
pretreatment with DTT were caused by the linker only,
and not by an environmental sensitivity of the construct, a
rigid polyproline linker-based construct, ECFP-P14-EYFP
(CY-P14), was used as a control (Figure 4b).

ECFP/EYFP FRET pair outperforms the modified
mYPet/mCyPet pair

As recently reported, the CyPet/YPet FRET pair provides
seven-fold enhancement of the FRET signal (over the
ECFP/EYFP pair) due to its decreased spectral bleed-
through in common CFP/YFP filter sets.31 Thus, we
reasoned that using the CyPet/YPet pair would increase
the dynamic range of our redox probe, and the CyPet/
YPet pair was fused to the RL7 and P14 linkers
(Figure 2c). In the basal state (0 mmol/L DTT), the purified
constructs are found in the fully oxidized state and exhibit a
high FRET signal (Figures 5a and b). Surprisingly, redox
sensitivity was not observed with the CyPet-RL7-YPet con-
struct (Figure 5a). Moreover, in contrast to the CY-P14 con-
struct, where the linker P14 stably separates the FRET donor
and acceptor, the P14 linker is unable to prevent association
of CyPet and YPet due to their strong tendency to form het-
erodimers (under high, local concentrations as part of a
single fusion protein).26 The CyPet-P14-YPet construct has
a three-fold increased FRET efficiency compared with
CY-P14 (Figure 5b). Additionally, in an oxidative environ-
ment, the FRET signal for the CyPet-P14-YPet control con-
struct is higher than that of the CyPet-RL7-YPet sensor
(0.37 and 0.27, respectively). Taken together, these data

Figure 4 (a) Fluorescence emission spectra of the CY-RL7 sensor at 208C,

where the solid line corresponds to untreated sensor and the dashed line to

the protein pretreated with 10 mmol/L DTT. Purified protein was excited at

440 nm and spectra were normalized to the intensity of the ECFP peak

(475 nm). (b) FRET response to DTT treatment for purified constructs

CY-RL5, CY-RL7 and YC-RL7. Values given are the average of three

experiments+SD. Differences of calculated FRET efficiencies between

untreated (0 mmol/L DTT) and DTT-treated sensors CY-RL5, CY-RL7 and

YC-RL7 were statistically significant (P , 0.05). Significant differences were

not observed for the polyproline CY-P14 construct (snow bars; P . 0.05).

DTT, dithiothreitol; FRET, Förster resonance energy transfer

Table 1 FRET efficiency of various FRET constructs at oxidized and reduced states

FRET construct
Reduced Oxidized

Ered rred 5 R0(1/Ered 2 1)1/6 (Å) Eox rox 5 R0(1/Eox 2 1)1/6 (Å) Dr (Å) DE/Ered (%)

CY-P14 0.118 68.5 0.125 67.8 0.7 6

CY-RL5 0.131 67.1 0.252 58.7 8.4 92.4

CY-RL7 0.048 80.6 0.287 57.0 23.6 598

EYFP-RL7-ECFP 0.028 88.5 0.217 60.7 27.8 775

CyPet-RL7-YPet 0.265 58.1 0.270 57.8 0.2 2

CyPet-P14-YPet 0.375 53.4 0.371 53.5 0 0

ECFP-RL7-YPet 0.376 53.3 0.288 57.0 3.7 23.4

ECFP-RL7-mYPet 0.062 77.1 0.289 56.9 20.1 431

mCyPet-RL7-mYPet 0.051 79.8 0.211 61.0 18.7 314

mCyPet-P14-mYPet 0.092 71.8 0.095 71.3 0.4 3

FRET, Förster resonance energy transfer; DTT, dithiothreitol; CFP, cyan fluorescent protein; YFP, yellow fluorescent protein

E, FRET efficiency of various constructs at reduced (10 mmol/L DTT) and oxidized (0 mmol/L DTT) states was determined by the (ratio)A method; r, estimated

distance between CFP/YFP pairs assuming their critical Förster distance R0 to be 49 Å (see ref.42); DE ¼ ((Eox 2 Ered)/Ered) � 100%; Dr ¼ rred 2 rox
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show that the P14 linker is ineffective in maintaining FRET
donor and acceptor separation for the CyPet/YPet FRET
pair. Our data unambiguously demonstrate that CyPet
and YPet separated by rigid linkers form heterodimers,
which suggests caution for their use in reversible fusion

sensors, and corroborates a recent report of similar behavior
using unstructured linkers.26 To overcome CyPet/YPet pair
dimerization, we performed a monomerizing mutation
(A2006K)25,26 to create the monomeric forms mCyPet and
mYPet. Unequivocal evidence for elimination of dimeriza-
tion via the monomerizing mutation is apparent from
Figures 5a and b. The response of mCYPet-RL7-mYPet con-
structs to DTT followed similar patterns observed for
RL7-based constructs; however, the FRET dynamic range
is moderately less for mCyPet-RL7-mYPet compared with
CY-RL7 (Figure 5a).

In the process of cloning of the FRET constructs, we
created and validated mixed donor–acceptor forms (i.e.
the ECFP-RL7-YPet and ECFP-RL7-mYPet constructs;
Figure 5c). The appearance of moderate redox sensitivity
in ECFP-RL7-YPet was still strongly affected by intramole-
cular (or, possibly intermolecular) dimerization while the
ECFP-RL7-mYPet was equivocal to CY-RL7 (Figure 5c).

The individual cysteine residues of the linker make
distinct contributions to the FRET response

To gain insight into the roles of the individual cysteine resi-
dues of the linker in the performance of the redox sensor,
four new FRET constructs, CY-RL7cys1, CY-RL7cys2,
CY-RL7cys3 and CY-RL7cys4, were constructed. In each
construct, the individual cysteine in RL7 was replaced by
an alanine residue. The mutated constructs are named
according to the relative placement order of the cysteine
residues in RL7 (Figure 6a). The purified mutated proteins
were analyzed by steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy.
Comparison of FRET efficiency changes in the cysteine
mutants in response to DTT treatment are presented in
Figure 6b. The data indicate that cysteine in position 2 is
the least important cysteine for the formation of disulfide
bonds, while cysteines in positions 1 and 3 contribute
equally (Figure 6b). The greatest impact was found for the
mutation of the fourth cysteine, which decreased the FRET
efficiency to half of that of CY-RL7. In an attempt to
further explore the role of cysteines 2 and 4 on the sensor
performance, a double cysteine mutant CY-RL7cys1.3 was
created where only cysteine 2 and cysteine 4 are present.
That experiment demonstrated that sensors with only
cysteines 2 and 4 are sufficient to induce a measurable
FRET response (Figure 6b). However, the greatest FRET
response was still achieved with all four cysteines present.

CY-RL7 exhibits the least negative half point redox
potential among GFP-based sensors

We chose to investigate the redox sensitivity of CY-RL7
using the physiologically relevant GSH/GSSG redox
couple. Early experiments demonstrated that the purified
sensor could be fully reduced from its oxidized state with
10 mmol/L GSH. This result suggests that the sensor pos-
sesses an extremely oxidative nature, taking into consider-
ation trace amounts of GSSG known to be present in
commercially available GSH.13 GSH titrations were then
performed in five experiments using purified proteins
prepared from separately expressed batches (Figure 7).

Figure 5 FRET response to DTT treatment for purified constructs. (a)

CY-RL7, CyPet-RL7-YPet and mCyPet-RL7-mYPet. Values given are the

average of three experiments+SD. Differences of calculated FRET efficien-

cies between untreated (0 mmol/L DTT) and DTT-treated probes CY-RL7,

and mCyPet-RL7-mYPet were statistically significant (P , 0.05). Significant

differences were not observed for the CyPet-RL7-YPet construct (snow

bars; P . 0.05). (b) CY-P14, CyPet-P14-YPet and mCyPet-P14-mYPet.

Values given are the average of three experiments+SD. Significant differ-

ences were not observed between the treated and control constructs

(P . 0.05). (c) CY-RL7, ECFP-RL7-YPet and ECFP-RL7-mYPet. Values

given are the average of six experiments for CY-RL7 and two experiments

for others+SD. DTT, dithiothreitol; FRET, Förster resonance energy

transfer
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The midpoint redox potential of the CY-RL7 was found to
be 2143+ 6 mV, which indicates that the RL7-based
sensor exhibits a lesser negative half point redox potential
than the currently available rxYFPs and roGFP1-iX
sensors, which possess more negative redox midpoint
potentials.7,14,17

Discussion

In this work we have presented significant improvement in
the dynamic range of our redox biosensor’s FRET response.
Because the FRET efficiency depends very strongly on the
distance between the FRET donor and acceptor, we
reasoned that varying the distance would lead to a higher
dynamic range. In the reduced state, the new redox sensor
is characterized by a very low FRET efficiency because the
donor and the acceptor are separated by a long distance in
the absence of disulfide bonds. We demonstrated that the
decrease in the FRET efficiency in the reduced state, com-
pared with the early sensors, can be achieved by simply
extending the helix and the oxidized state can still be
formed with a significant increase in FRET efficiency.
Three more a-helical sequences (EAAAK) were added to
the previously described a-helical RL5 to produce RL7,
which is comprised of eight a-helical (EAAAK) sequences,
and possesses a better separation in its reduced state.
Apparently, the rigidity of RL5 comprised of (EAAAK)n

(n ¼ 5) was not compromised with extension of the helix.
The FRET efficiency of the CY-RL7 sensor decreased
2.5-fold in its fully reduced state (from 0.131 to 0.048,
Table 1). Furthermore, we observed a moderate increase
(14%) in the FRET signal in the oxidative state, in spite of
the greater number of amino acids in the linker sequence
(Figure 4b). These data may indicate that the FRET effi-
ciency of the GFP variants is influenced by both the
length of the linker and the FRET orientation factor.
Overall, an approximately six-fold change in FRET effi-
ciency is observed for the purified sensor between its two
extreme redox states (Table 1). Moreover, we observed
that the sensitivity of the CY-RL7 sensor is significantly
increased at low concentrations of DTT, with the greatest
changes in the FRET signal during oxidation/reduction
occurring between 0 and 1 mmol/L DTT (Figure 4b).
These data demonstrate an improved redox sensitivity of
the CY-RL7 construct.

In addition to altering the linker distance, we investigated
positional effects of the terminally linked fluorescent pro-
teins on the FRET efficiency. We were motivated by recent
observations for fluorescent proteins that suggest a strong
contribution of the orientation factor of chromophores to
the FRET efficiency, which can occur when the reorientation
rate (i.e. the rotational diffusion rate) of the chromophores is
slow (relative to the nanosecond timescale of FRET).32

Additionally, it was shown that the contribution of the
orientation factor correlates with linker rigidity.32 To probe
for the possible positional effects, FRET efficiencies were
compared for two redox constructs, which differ by exchan-
ging the locations of the donor and the acceptor chromo-
phores. The YC-RL7 construct, in which the acceptor
EYFP was on the N-terminal side of the sensor, revealed
decreased FRET efficiency to varying degrees in both the
reduced and oxidized states compared with the CY-RL7
construct. Nevertheless, the YC-RL7 demonstrates a larger –
7.5-fold – relative change in FRET upon reduction/oxi-
dation mainly due to a minuscule FRET signal in the fully
reduced state (Table 1). Thus, the results with the YC-RL7
indicate the importance of the orientation factor on FRET.

Figure 6 (a) Amino acid sequence for the redox-sensitive linker RL7 where

cysteine residues are indicated by numerical order from the N- to the

C-terminal end. (b) FRET response to DTT treatment for purified construct

CY-RL7, single cysteine mutants CY-RL7cys1 (Cys1) – CY-RL7cys4 (Cys4),

and double mutant CY-RL7cys1,3 (Cys1,3) where the cysteine mutant

numbers correspond to the numerical order of the mutated cysteines in (a).

Differences of calculated FRET efficiencies between untreated (0 mmol/L

DTT) and DTT-treated probes were statistically significant (P , 0.05). Values

given are the average of six experiments for CY-RL7 and two experiments

for others+SD. DTT, dithiothreitol; FRET, Förster resonance energy transfer

Figure 7 Representative CY-RL7 oxidation curve in response to approxi-

mately 10 mmol/L GSSG/2GSH treatment. Redox potentials in mV were cal-

culated with the Nernst equation
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However, it may be possible to further improve the dynamic
range of the FRET redox sensor by systematic, cyclic permu-
tation of the chromophore orientation.33

Furthermore, we used the recently introduced CyPet/
YPet FRET pair, which is reported to produce a seven-fold
enhancement in dynamic range over the ECFP/EYFP pair
for FRET measurements.31 Accordingly, the CyPet/YPet
FRET pair was fused with RL7 and P14. However, we deter-
mined that CyPet and YPet form heterodimers when incor-
porated into our constructs, which is in agreement with
another report.26 Surprisingly, the rigid P14 linker was
less effective in separating donor from acceptor in both
reduced and oxidized states than the a-helical RL7, as
revealed by higher FRET (Figures 5a and b). Remarkably,
the tendency for dimerization was still very strong for the
mixed ECFP-RL7-YPet construct. Our data also provide
unequivocal evidence of the elimination of dimerization
via a monomeric mutation (A2006K).25,26 However, even
with the elimination of dimerization, the newly modified
mCyPet/mYPet pair under-performed the ECFP/EYFP
pair, which has been predicted elsewhere.34 For instance,
the FRET efficiency of mCyPet-RL7-mYPet decreased by
25% in its oxidative state compared with CY-RL7 while
exhibiting similar redox sensitivity in response to DTT treat-
ments (Figure 5a). In the process of cloning the
mCyPet-RL7-mYPet construct we created and validated a
mixed form, the ECFP-RL7-mYPet construct (Figure 5b),
which had a similar performance to CY-RL7 in our hands
but possesses the advantage of the enhanced brightness
(i.e. enhanced absorbance and fluorescence quantum
yield) of mYPet over EYFP. The (ratio)A method, a ratio-
metric measure of sensitized acceptor fluorescence emission
due to FRET that employs linear spectral decomposition to
isolate the fluorescence emission of the donor and accep-
tor,35,36 has been used for accurate determination of FRET
efficiencies and global comparison of the aforementioned
constructs (Figure 8).

In our sensor, reversible formation of disulfide bonds
occurs between four cysteine residues embedded within
the same a-helix polypeptide chain, RL7.24 The oxidation
and reduction of cysteine residues by the reversible for-
mation of disulfide bonds are an essential part of the cataly-
tic functionality of the redox-sensitive sensor. Since the
redox biosensor performance is highly sensitive to the
ability to form disulfide bonds, optimizing locations of
cysteine residues embedded into the linker should
improve functionality of our redox probe. The precise place-
ment of the four cysteines within the linker RL7 was based
on a disulfide connectivity pattern that was determined
with the aid of prediction tools as described previously.18

However, the computational prediction of disulfide connec-
tivity directly from protein primary sequences is challen-
ging.23 Nonetheless, experimental procedures can help
identify strategic positioning of the cysteine residues in
order to enhance the performance of the sensor.

To determine the strategic sites of the cysteine residues of
our sensor, a mutagenesis approach was used whereby the
cysteine residues embedded within the a-helical linker were
sequentially substituted by alanine. The purified mutated
probes were analyzed in vitro by altering the redox buffer
conditions with various concentrations of DTT. The oxi-
dative state of the mutants is influenced by the disulfide
bonding pattern, while the reductive state evaluates the
stiffness of the altered linkers flanked by GFP-based pro-
teins. The FRET efficiency determined for each treatment
provided a valuable parameter in understanding these
characteristics.

Our results show the critical role of the fourth cysteine
and its complex connectivity pattern with other cysteines
(Figure 6b). Moreover, the uniformly strong FRET of the
CY-RL7cys1 and CY-RL7cys3 mutants in the oxidative
state indicates an equivalent role of the first and third
cysteines in disulfide bonding. Further, based on a single
mutation approach, we speculate that the input of the
second cyteine in the bond formation is less significant
than the bond formation between the other three cysteines.
For instance, the FRET efficiency of the CY-RL7cys2
mutant’s oxidative state is unchanged in comparison with
the CY-RL7 (Figure 6b) and, therefore, apparently the
second cysteine does not play a significant role in the disul-
fide connectivity of the CY-RL7 sensor. This result implies
either a lessened redox sensitivity for the second cysteine,
or that it is in a spatially inactive position. On the other
hand, substitution of the second cysteine with alanine
amino acid apparently increases the stiffness of the linker.
The CY-RL7cys2 mutant, in the fully reduced state, pos-
sesses a noticeable decrease in the FRET efficiency com-
pared with the original CY-RL7 probe. A similar effect is
also observed for the CY-RL7cys3 mutant. The decline in
FRET efficiency may be attributed to an increased rigidity
of the mutated linkers, as alanine residues have a greater
potential to form helical regions than other amino
acids.37,38 This also separates the donor from the acceptor
better in mutants CY-RL7cys2 and CY-RL7cys3. Indeed,
a-helical propensity of the RL7 is formed by repeats
(EAAAK)n (n ¼ 8) and it is not surprising that the second
and third cysteines imbedded in the middle of the a-helix

Figure 8 Comparison of various FRET constructs analyzed in a recent study.

Dynamic range is [(ratio)A]OX/[(ratio)A]RED. The subscripts OX and RED refer to

the oxidized and reduced forms of the constructs. Error bars for the dynamic

ranges were calculated by propagating the corresponding standard

deviations
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may affect a-helix formation. Importantly, the cysteine resi-
dues do not perturb a-helical propensity of RL7. In contrast,
the first and fourth cysteines do not notably perturb the
rigidity of the a-helix. Thus, our data demonstrate the effi-
cacy of longer helical linkers for separating large domains
in addition to the rigid peptides (EAAAK)n (n � 6).39,40

This is consistent with recent observations that the linker
(EAAAK)n (n ¼ 8) provided better separation of two func-
tional domains over (EAAAK)n (n ¼ 4).41

To test whether the second cysteine is capable of forming
disulfide bridges, a double mutant CY-RL7cys1,3 was con-
structed where only the second and fourth cysteines are
present. Surprisingly, the second cysteine participates in
the FRET redox response in a double mutant (0 mmol/L
DTT, Figure 6b). It should be noted that many consider-
ations based on the FRET efficiency alone are limited by
the absence of information about the orientation factor of
the GFP-based proteins. In conclusion, the present results
demonstrate that the performance of the CY-RL7 sensor
could possibly be improved further by repositioning of the
second cysteine residue, which plays a negligible role in
the current disulfide bonding pattern.

Finally, we determined the midpoint redox potential of
the CY-RL7 sensor to be 2143+ 6 mV. Thus, this novel
FRET-based sensor has strongly oxidizing potential with a
shift of approximately 80 mV toward a less negative mid-
point potential than currently developed roGFP-iX thiol
probes.14 Therefore, the CY-RL7 sensor extends the measur-
able range of redox potentials by 80 mV, given that quanti-
tative readout of GFP-based probes may be practically
achieved in a range of approximately 40 mV from the mid-
point potential.12,14,17 The CY-RL7 sensor should be useful
in the range 2100 to 2180 mV required for monitoring of
intraorganellar glutathione potentials in relatively high oxi-
dative environments of ER, Golgi and lysosomes.
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